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Abstract 
 
The Extravaganza Awaits 
 
  This paper addresses ideas in my thesis work, consisting of a series of paintings which 
evolved into installation.  My ideas concern notions of spectacle, consumption of 
information, and self-gratifying selection.  I lighten these ideas with humor and treat 
them with a carnivalesque aesthetic, appropriate to the absurdity that I see characteristic 
of them. Painting places the issues in a narrative context, but the story remains open-
ended to allow the viewer to bring personal associations to the work.  I specifically 
selected images of friends and family unfamiliar to the viewer and a lexicon of personal 
symbols to maintain mystery, which should bring the viewer back to the series again and 
again.  Installation helps the viewer physically interact with the work, giving more time 
to make associations, consume information, behave with the characters, and eventually 
witness their own behaviors. I hope for the viewer’s recognition of complicity not only 
with the work itself, but with the ideas contained in the work, because I believe these 
ideas are universal and, though important, sometimes overlooked. 
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Introduction 
 My work addresses notions of anxiety, fear, and miscommunication, which stem 
 from a global-cultural climate that provides us with a glut of counterproductive 
 and unnecessary confusion.  We are fed an indigestible amount of misleading 
 information. We respond with a range of feelings from playful aloofness to 
 fearfulness, anxiety to nonchalance. We act with a set of behaviors including 
 extremes of emotional and physical detachment.  We are capable of choosing 
 which information we want in whatever order we wish; even our memories are 
 selective and self-manipulated. Though we consume the latest images of 
 devastation, poverty, and public humiliation, we detach ourselves from these 
 images in order to survive, to keep our own individual order.   
 
 Above is the opening paragraph of my artist’s statement.  I wrote this part of the 
statement about two years ago, when I began to formulate the body of work that would 
become my thesis.  It describes content in the work, which indeed attempts to address 
fear, anxiety, miscommunication, and a glut of images.  In our everyday encounters with 
other people and events, whether in the flesh, through the lens of the camera, or within 
the computer screen, we are given a predetermined set of information.  This information 
is manipulated previous to our experiences with it, and we can selectively manipulate it 
further to separate ourselves from harsh realities.  The more we find escapism, or the 
“spectacle,” palatable, the less we “understand [our] own existence and [own] desires.”
1
  
We loose ourselves from the world’s realities by distractions, and this may or may not be 
healthy or desirable behavior. 
 This is a dire statement - a little harsh and impenetrable for an opening paragraph. 
It is also slightly egomaniacal to quote myself, but I think self-quoting befits the tone of 
my opening. Now I want to poke fun at myself and treat these ideas with a little humor, 
as I do in my work.  This statement has the hyphenated words, active voice, and rhythmic 
cadence to its sentence structures one might expect from academic writing.  It contains 
                                                 
1
 Guy Debord, “Separation Perfected,” in The Society of the Spectacle (New York: Zone Books, 1994), 23. 
 2 
old ideas discussed by many, many scholars, such as Guy Debord.  It pounds the reader 
with general ideas first, never mentioning the nature of the work, and neglects its other 
ideological aspects.  In truth, the work originated not in those thoughts, but with the 
images below. 
 I began making a series of large to small scale narrative oil paintings, ranging in 
size from several inches square to six to nine feet in height and length, when I returned to 
Missoula from my first graduate winter break at home in New Orleans in January 2006.  
It is extremely important to emphasize that the work is not specific to New Orleans. It has 
never been a depiction of the city or its recent events. I used photographs of friends and 
family members, like the ones above, to create odd characters that interact with each 
other according to individual roles.  The expression of the guy wearing the giraffe 
costume seemed gentlemanly but devious. I lengthened the neck of the giraffe costume 
 3 
because the giraffe is a docile animal. I imagined that its overarching observation of 
others would obediently inform the actions of the human underneath the costume, and 
maintain a friendly façade disguising the subversive intentions of the figure.  The baby in 
an animal suit may have unknowingly flashed the middle finger, but her expression 
suggests the discontent or even boredom associated with this gesture. I depicted the 
characters, who I named Giraffe Guy and Bunny Baby, in a parallel world containing 
both fantastic and recognizable imagery, and gave them an anthropomorphic companion 
who attempts to negotiate between them and between the viewer and the paintings.   
 I chose these images to start the series because the figures they depict are 
unfamiliar to the viewer, therefore making the work more open to the viewer’s 
consideration.  I selected these memories captured in photographs because I have strong 
and positive associations with them.  This self-gratifying selection became the work’s 
underlying notion.  I began to consider issues related to the idea of self-gratification: the 
ability to limit and construct versions of reality, the common experience of detachment, 
the consumption of an overabundance of manipulated information, and questions of 
whether these actions are healthy behaviors.  These ideas grew to form the full 
ideological structure of the work, and resulted in an ambiguous, open-ended narrative 
with no corresponding text.  The images began to have symbolic associations. Taken en 
masse, they created an allegory for these ideas by the recurrence of the characters and 
their repeated interactions with each other in their environment. 
  
 4 
 Eventually, these brightly 
colored, two-dimensional canvas and 
panel works (Figure 1) became 
confined by their boundaries. I found 
it difficult to maintain the open-
endedness of the narrative and 
justify the absurdity of the story 
through the flat and contained space 
in the picture plane. The characters 
within the paintings segued easily 
outward in the form of painted plywood cutouts and entered our space. This enhanced the 
absurd, carnival-like quality in the paintings, appropriate to the sense of spectacle. 
Recurring motifs in the paintings, such as lemons, hams, and cakes, also moved out from 
the paintings.  The information from the paintings themselves gradually accumulated and 
reached a critical mass.  Paintings took on different forms as sculpture, but painting, as 
the ultimate deceptive tool and method of creating illusions, remained the primary 
medium.   
 I began working toward installation to ask questions of the viewer about 
individual roles in the story and consideration of behavior more directly.  I wanted to 
make this parallel place.  If I put this world into ours, its parallels to the real world’s 
issues, such as the consumption of information and self-gratification, might become more 
apparent. By encompassing the audience fully – not through the scale and manipulation 
of the paintings, but through the space – I felt I could elicit a better response to the 
Figure 1. Stealing Prosciutto, 2006, oil on panel, 9.5” x 12.25” 
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unfamiliar narrative I depicted in the paintings.  I would draw the viewer in through the 
recognizable space of the gallery setting into the narrative itself, and begin to ask for 
more and more participation from the viewer.    
 The humorous and other-worldly nature of the narrative, combined with direct 
clues, would hopefully entice the audience to break taboos like touching paintings and 
peering behind the scenes. Though I selected the information for the paintings, in a 
controlling, Giraffe Guy way, the viewer could interact with the work by making self-
gratifying selections in the order of the story or by choosing items for handling with 
which they identified.  They could participate in the spectacle’s illogically grouped 
information, which was symbolized by the improbable relationship between different 
foods like ham and cake, and detach from this information as they left the space, much 
like Bunny Baby observes and detaches from the environment surrounding her.  In 
theory, this would encourage viewers to examine or question their own behaviors with 
the work, which was at its essential level an overwhelming accumulation of different 
kinds of information. 
  I created my first installation 
in November, 2006 (Figure 2).  By 
dividing the gallery space and 
transforming its shape with scrim 
and muslin, I created two “worlds.”  
The first was familiar – a gallery 
entrance hung with a line of small 
narrative paintings leading to a focal 
Figure 2. Installation view, Bunny Baby Meets the Cousins, 2006, 
paintings and painted cutouts, vinyl tile, scrim, dimensions variable. 
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painting facing the door. Characters in this four-by-six foot painting pointed toward an 
opening in the scrim where the viewer could enter the world in the work. Lemons 
“falling” from the wall to the floor created an additional visual pathway towards the 
second entrance.  In the parallel space, projected images showed painted and real 
characters interacting in kitchens, which are the places where groups of people, however 
incongruous, often meet.  Other cutouts on casters, cutouts hanging from the ceiling, and 
objects protruding from the wall created a sense of the three-dimensionality of the world, 
as well as a slight sense of anxiety for the viewer who expects paintings to stay in the 
picture plane. 
 My hope was that viewers would willingly suspend disbelief to interact with the 
paintings as though they were part of our world by encouragement through visual 
pathways leading from the familiar space to the unfamiliar narrative-in-the-round. Just as 
in any escapist or distracting action, viewers would “consciously allow [their] 
imaginations to run free and accept as real what at first appears illogical or improbable.”
2
 
The viewer escaped the familiar and entered the spectacular, moving back and forth 
between the two states.  By enticing the viewer with visual clues like a bright color or a 
cutout painting equipped with a handle and casters, I thought I could convey to viewers 
the opportunity to interact with the work. 
 I hoped that the audience’s ability to fully interact made my questions about 
complicity with this spectacle more apparent.  The installation provided a seemingly 
improbable assortment of items, motifs, and interacting characters which reached an 
overwhelming critical mass by their repetition throughout the series. I created an 
                                                 
2
 Anthony J. Ferri, Willing Suspension of Disbelief: Poetic Faith in Film (Lanham, MD: Lexington Books, 
2007), ix. 
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irrational arrangement of foods and characters, including cured ham, decadent cakes, 
turkeys, and lemons.  Food imagery relates to excess and control or manipulation, and the 
absurd relationships among the foods in the paintings suggest the irrational array of 
information currently available.  This metaphorically relates to an overabundance of 
manipulated information from many sources, which many people may frequently 
overlook or use to escape other emotions, events, or knowledge.  I question the benefits 
of escapism and spectacle with this symbolic visual language.  I felt that detachment was 
as much succumbing to as escaping from accumulated information, and that I could cause 
realization and examination of complicity with these behaviors. I had manipulated these 
paintings and created illusions much like those found intrinsically, as in selective, self-
gratifying memory, and extrinsically, in varied barrage of images seen every day.  This is 
the essence of the spectacle, and I tried to question behaviors with it by creating one that 
had never been seen before, making interaction intriguing and surprising.   
 Because I continue to see potential in the idea of installation for this work, I have 
weighed the weaknesses and successes of my first attempt to create a second, more 
involved installation for the thesis work. I enlarged the “second world” to several rooms 
which gradually ask for and then demand interaction with the work.  I surreptitiously 
record the behaviors of viewers inside the installation (much like Giraffe Guy would), 
delay the feed, and project the video so that viewers can witness their behavior in the 
installation.  This gives the audience a momentary recollection of their actions, which 
should encourage a consideration of their behavior, as well as ties the work to media, 
only one of the sources of information I consider. I emphasized the carnival, spectacular 
nature of the work with costumes from the characters, inflatables, use of the entire gallery 
 8 
space from floor to ceiling, bright color, music, and smell.  I created small to 
monumentally scaled illusionistic paintings and painted sculpture to emphasize the 
medium.  I incorporated more theatrical design to enhance the willing suspension of 
disbelief, encouraging viewers to participate more fully. By interacting in the space, 
viewers consume this manipulated information, witness their own behaviors, and detach 
from the exhibition by leaving. I have taken the accumulated information from my 
previous experiences building this world, and I am piling it into this final show. 
 While preparing to write this thesis paper, I reflected upon what the work has 
become. It maintains the original thoughts, but these ideas are subtly suggested by the 
subject matter.  The paintings have never blatantly stated their underlying ideas, but these 
should become evident with contemplation.. In a sense, the series itself is now also a 
document of my artistic process and educational progress. Not only am I questioning our 
behaviors with an overabundance with spectacular information, but I am also manifesting 
my own store of experience over the past three years. The work tries to defend painting 
itself by its staunch adherence to the paint medium through a series of different 
manifestations in sculpture. The narrative continues to ask questions of our relationships 
and behaviors, but the history of that narrative adds to its content.  For me, all this 
enriches the work and brings it back to my personal experience where everything began. 
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Did you see me in that installation shot?  It’s a couple pages back, Figure 2. I’m that shadow over on the 
right side, holding the scrim open.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Yes, she very much left 
me out of the introduction.  
Not that she identified 
everyone, but at least 
they’re in the pictures.  
Somehow I’m often lost in 
the shadows of more 
flamboyant characters.  I 
may be large, but not as 
large as some.  
 
I try to explain the 
opposing forces in these 
worlds – after all, I am 
native to an unfamiliar and 
magical place.  I was 
chosen for that reason.  I’ll 
do my best to show you 
through, although you 
may not understand my 
voice. 
 
 10 
Framing the Aesthetic: Influences 
 My thesis work is founded in narrative. Painting is historically associated within 
this tradition, which infers a textual basis and a recognizable story easily resolved by the 
viewer’s knowledge of the text.  In contrast, the thesis work uses no text and leaves 
questions unanswered.  I leave this narrative open-ended to ask viewers for 
considerations of their behaviors through their interaction with the paintings and the 
space. I want viewers to regard the behavior of the characters, then their own, and so I 
cannot give any punctuated statements. I have no desire to make judgments on the 
spectacle or on viewer behavior.  As both artist and audience, I want and need the 
mysterious and experimental nature of the story; it keeps me intellectually and 
physically involved in the work.  Contemporary visual influences for the 
aesthetic, which came through conversations and the process of making the 
pieces, use ambiguous and symbolic narratives, time-based storytelling, and the 
figure or character to maintain interest in and anticipation of their work.  I have chosen 
two main sources – the narrative photographs of Gregory Crewdson and the films of 
David Lynch – that seem to directly apply to the visual information found in thesis.  
These makers are not painters by profession, but painterly aspects in their work enhance 
my associations with them.  
 Non-textual, open-ended stories shown in a series of isolated images are pushing 
narrative artworks into a new context.  Gregory Crewdson creates ambiguous narratives 
in dramatically staged photographs, using soundstages or natural settings to show a cast 
of recognized and unrecognizable actors in usually suburban environments.  His digital 
print Untitled (Boy with Hand in Drain) (Figure 3) shows a moment with no definitive 
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before or after,
3
 the hallmark 
of his style.  There is a 
compositional tension 
between one diagonal beam 
of light and repeated 
horizontal and vertical lines 
in the gesture of the central 
figure and the architectural 
space.  The lighting in the photograph, much like pre-dawn or sunset, has a dream-like 
effect which pushes the image’s subject matter further into a state of limbo. The emphasis 
on the illumination of this moment, signified by the downward slanting light pointing to a 
strange reflection on the boy’s extended arm, suggests a crescendo into a climactic 
moment the viewer can never know.  Inversely, the audience is privy to information 
unknown to the subject of the photograph. The role of the viewer in the photograph is as 
ambiguous as the events in the narrative.  The audience is left with no resolution, 
intellectually involved in imagining the prelude to and the outcome of this instant.  
                                                 
3
 Gregory Crewdson, telephone interview with Ana Finel Honigman, “Artworker of the Week #45: 
Gregory Crewdson,” 22 April 2005, Kultureflash, available from 
http://www.kultureflash.net/archive/123/priview.html (accessed 28 Februrary 2008). 
Figure 3.  Gregory Crewdson, Untitled (Boy with Hand in Drain), 2001-2, digital 
print, 48” x 60”, Buffalo, NY: Albright Knox Art Gallery. 
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 I guide viewers to different moments in 
the installation with visual clues, similar to 
Crewdson’s use of slanting light. Colored lights 
create warm or cool, playful or dark moods in 
different rooms in the gallery space.  Both 
lighting and visual pathways created by flooring, 
openings between suspended paintings, and 
gestures of cutout characters lead the viewer 
throughout the installation (Figure 4). The viewer 
should identify with human qualities in the 
characters in the paintings and in the space, which should lead to an anticipation of the 
characters’ next actions in the installation.  This motivates the viewer to walk through the 
space to a storage space filled with boxes, where delayed video shows the viewer’s 
recently past interaction with the work.  The roles of viewers become momentarily 
indefinable, as they realize they are both observers and participants in the story, as are the 
painted characters. The relationship between viewer and object is multi-layered, resulting 
in a Crewdson-like openness to the story.  
 The films of David Lynch share the dream-like nature, mystery, and enticing 
ambiguity characteristic of Crewdson’s photographs.  Lynch’s painterly
4
 use of saturated 
color combined with dramatic lighting and time-based cliffhanger moments are an 
increased quotient of the “realer than real,” fantasy-becoming-reality found in a 
                                                 
4
David Lynch, The Short Films of David Lynch (Seattle: Subversive Cinema, 2006), DVD. In a prologue to 
the short film Six Men Getting Sick (Six Times), Lynch describes how he saw a painting of forest green on a 
black background “move.”  He began making films because of this experience, and brought painterly 
notions of color and composition to his moving pictures. 
Figure 4.  Installation view showing 
pathways through space, The Extravaganza 
Awaits, 2008. 
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Crewdson work.
5
 These elements are particularly evident in Twin Peaks, the early-1990’s 
television series Lynch co-developed and produced with writer Mark Frost.
6
  This format 
gave the writers the opportunity to string out a complicated narrative, theoretically never 
having to leave the story.
7
 The two-hour pilot episode
8
 introduces a murder mystery that 
becomes increasingly bizarre not just because of the crime itself. The ruse holding the 
story together is overcome by the interactions and behaviors of characters linked by 
different reasons to this mystery.  These characters enhance the series’ overall absurdity. 
The spectator is drawn further into the narrative because of the “somewhat mad” variety 
of characters, held together by the murder mystery’s ruse.
9
  These characters propel the 
story beyond this convention as the viewer learns aspects of their real lives and their 
dreams, particularly in the case of F.B.I. Agent Dale Cooper, played by Kyle Maclachlan.   
 Agent Cooper falls into a 
group of characters in the show 
who acquire a mythical quality 
because of their ability to move 
between worlds.
10
  In the pilot 
episode, Cooper dreams of a 
parallel world where shadow-
selves of real-world inhabitants 
reside.  In subsequent episodes, the 
                                                 
5
 Dodie Kazanjian, “Twilight Zone,” Vogue (May 2002), 271. 
6
 Michel Chion, David Lynch, 2
nd
 ed. (London: British Film Institute, 2006), 94. 
7
 Ibid, 97. 
8
 Mark Frost and David Lynch, Twin Peaks, produced by Mark Frost and David Lynch, directed by David 
Lynch (Lynch/Frost Productions: 1989), videocassette. 
9
 Ibid, 101. 
10
 Ibid, 103. 
Figure 5. Scene from Twin Peaks pilot episode, showing Agent Dale 
Cooper (played by Kyle Maclachlan, on the left) in the Black Lodge. 
Image available from 
http://content.answers.com/main/content/wp/en/thumb/8/84/310px-
Twinpeaks4.jpg (accessed 2 March 2008). 
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viewer gradually learns that this is the “Black Lodge,” a labyrinthine world divided from 
reality by scarlet curtains and characterized by awkward movement, sporadic strobe light, 
dark jazz, and a strong, scorched-oil smell (Figure 5).  These elements signify a hellish 
place, which befits its terrifying inhabitants.  Cooper navigates between these worlds to 
liberate individuals from its danger.  Though the curtailed series left the outcome of this 
venture slightly ambiguous, in the corresponding film Fire Walk With Me,
11
 the viewer 
learns that Cooper was successful to a degree. 
 Throughout the thesis series, one character – the White Buffalo, itself a mythical 
creature in Native American legends – serves in this navigational role. This character, 
chosen because it is specific to the Northwest, is associated with the ability to negotiate 
between two simultaneously existing worlds. He holds open a red curtain between a 
traditional gallery space and the parallel world to allow the viewer entry in the 
installation (Figure 6).  His positioning and gesture signify this role, even to those who 
confuse his identity. The White Buffalo never saves the viewer, so to speak, but does 
caution, as though from past experiences, by gesture and gaze. The viewer’s movement 
between these worlds and the settings 
within them rely on timing, similar to 
the episodes in a television series.  
Each section in the installation could 
be related to a cliffhanger episode in a 
series, where a set of information is 
concluded with suggestive lighting, 
                                                 
11
 Mark Frost and David Lynch, Fire Walk With Me, produced by Mark Frost and David Lynch, directed by 
David Lynch (CiBy 2000: 1992), DVD. 
Figure 6.  Installation view showing White Buffalo at entrance to 
parallel world, The Extravaganza Awaits, 2008. 
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visual pathways in the paintings’ compositions, or a trail of objects with no seen end. The 
viewer should be enticed by these visual cues to move into the next area.   
 The curtain suggests a lifting or parting to see what lies behind. The entryway 
through it signified by gestures and evidence of the installation behind it encourages the 
viewer to step behind the curtain to enter the installation.  Because it is a relevant and 
direct symbol for a significant division between worlds, I used the red curtain in a series 
of muslin panels depicting a sub-narrative concerning a young elephant, a family-oriented 
animal with a large memory (Figure 7).  The curtain opens to the elephant one world in 
opposition to the other.  These two worlds represent conflicts of naïvete/knowledge, 
innocence/experience, sufficient/surplus.  The expression, “curtains for you,” used for the 
title of the series suggests the elephant’s impending fate.  Unlike the Giraffe Guy or 
White Buffalo, this character lacks an agenda, but he becomes involved in theirs.  One 
world flows enough through the curtain to overtake and 
change him. 
Framing the Aesthetic: The Carnivalesque 
 The curtain serves as a partially open divider to allow 
this kind of flow throughout the space. Viewers are also 
overtaken and at times changed into the characters by 
wearing costumes or placing their faces in cut openings 
within cutouts.  These attributes of the installation, as well as 
characters like the elephant, color, music, games, and design 
of the space, are elements of an overarching carnivalesque 
aesthetic. This aesthetic indicates a separate world with 
Figure 7.  Curtains for You #6, 
2007, oil on unstretched 
muslin, 108” x 43” 
 16 
multiple entrances, and frames the visual references in a particular context. The term 
carnivalesque is an adjective use to describe the dual nature of carnival as the “World 
Turned Upside Down, with its continuous shifting from top to bottom, front to rear, 
inside to out,” desirable to undesirable, costume to person underneath, etc.
12
  This 
language articulates visual information associated with the act of carnival. 
 The event of carnival originated in the Roman winter festival of Saturnalia, which 
was characterized by costuming, masking, and reveling in the “inversion or disregard of 
social rules.”
13
 The term’s Latin roots denote the consumption of flesh, which has 
sustained multiple levels of meaning throughout the centuries. This event was 
increasingly influenced by Christianity through medieval times, and was eventually 
placed between the Epiphany, associated with the birth of Christ, and Lent, a season of 
fasting in preparation for Christ’s death and resurrection.
14
 I grew up in New Orleans, a 
Catholic city where Mardi Gras, the gluttonous pre-lenten carnival, is annually 
celebrated.  This personal association with carnival also informs the aesthetic.  
 In either the personal or general sense, carnival is a ritualized event, a celebration 
of “the body, the senses, and the unofficial, uncanonized relations among human beings 
that nonetheless exist.”
15
 It is a release from everyday routine, a removal from 
constraining responsibility to indulge the body’s senses and appetites and interact in 
unexplainable and irresponsible ways with the community.  It is the epitome of spectacle 
and a manipulated world which becomes a temporary reality.  However, its “joyous 
                                                 
12
 Teresa Lorenzo de Marquéz, “Carnival Traditions in Goya’s Iconic Language,” in Goya and the Spirit of 
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renewal,” achieved through uninhibited actions, is undercut by its potential to deliver 
“something less desirable.”
16
   
 Though the escapist release given by carnival is perpetually tempting, unwanted 
information can result from turning reality inside out through carnivalesque events.  
Francisco de Goya’s Carnival Scene (Figure 8) is an exemplary work of the 
carnivalesque, and places this aesthetic in an art historical context. Its estimated date 
corresponds with Goya’s period of “black paintings,” which share a similar palette and 
subject matter. This painting shows this underside of human relations and “exaggerated 
and distorted vision of our own world” by the nature of its composition.
17
  Figures are 
identifiably human, but their weird distortions, strange costumes, dark palette, and odd 
gesture place them in a surreal, carnivalesque world. The central, pale-toned, opaque, 
masked figure gazes directly out of the picture plane, implicating the viewer, as shadowy, 
gestural, nearly transparent figures either enclose it or 
emerge from it.  The ambiguous movement of the 
surrounding figures, both in and out of the central 
character, has direct carnivalesque associations. With 
attention to its context and an examination of the 
references Goya used in similar paintings, this work 
can be seen as an allegory for folly and madness – 
reversals of correct modes of human behavior and key 
components of the carnivalesque.  In composition, the 
strange, bizarre imagery creates an allegory for folly, 
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Figure 8. Francisco de Goya, Carnival 
Scene, ca. 1820, oil on panel, 12 1/8” x 
8”, Madrid: Private Collection. 
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though it has no one text. This allegory becomes evident by looking at the context of the 
work, not the story itself.   
 The Strange Masks by James Ensor (Figure 9) shares a similar carnivalesque 
aesthetic and tense distortion among figures seen in Goya’s work.  The date of this work 
shows that the carnivalesque continued to be a tantalizing theme for artists exploring the 
reverse of correct modes of behavior.  In this painting, maskers – key figures in carnival – 
return from the celebration as, “laughable hollow papier maché figures who appear to 
consist of nothing but their costumes.”
18
  The figure laying in the foreground indicates 
though these revelers have overly indulged their senses, they are 
now only as substantive as their masks.  There is an anxiety in 
the prone figure in the foreground, which seems to be encircled 
and mocked by his companions.  Ensor treats this subject with a 
superficial degree of absurd humor appropriate to the aesthetic, 
but this is dampened by the figures’ subtle visciousness. 
 The Giraffe Guy shares the multi-layered personality 
indicated by Ensor’s figures. The viewer initially meets his deep 
and distorted voice as he welcomes them to the spectacle – the extravaganza – in the 
gallery entrance to the show.  His cutout, the largest in scale of any cutout figure in the 
installation, looms over the viewer in several places.  His form is repeated throughout the 
space, and either his giraffe costume or his own eyes watch the viewer play for his own 
amusement.  He manipulates the space, the visual information within it, and the viewer 
who interacts with it, but does so underneath a veneer of playful friendliness. Eventually, 
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Figure 9. James Ensor, The 
Strange Masks, 1892, oil on 
canvas, 39” x 31”, Brussels: 
Musées Royaux des Beaux -
Arts de Belgique 
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the viewer can become the Giraffe Guy either by peering through his cutout figure to 
watch delayed video showing inhabitants of the space interacting, or by putting on his 
giraffe costume.  
 I use features of the carnivalesque such as costumes seen in Goya and Ensor, but I 
also refer to the eerie space, anxiety, and lack of nourishment seen in their compositions. 
The openness of space in the installation is directed by subtle and peculiar lighting, which 
skews bright colors painted within each space.  These odd shifts within rooms are 
heightened by strange, overlapping melodies.  Motifs in the paintings gradually pile up 
like figures in Carnival Scene, and individual characters playfully – or in the case of 
Bunny Baby, disdainfully – observe the viewers both before and after they see their 
actions projected in the installation.  Carnivalesque imagery such as an overabundance of 
meat and decadent cakes refers to the gluttony associated with the holiday and the 
overwhelming sensual stimulation generated by the event, which parallels the high degree 
of stimulation ceaselessly available in current culture.  Anatomically suggestive lemons 
indicate a nourishing form that can only give sour juice.  No real satisfaction comes by 
indulging in these items, which are physically non-nutritive as painted, two-dimensional 
illusions. 
 The aesthetic also refers to my personal experiences of carnival in New Orleans.  
Mardi Gras. This version of carnival with which I feel most familiar is characterized by 
teasing and debauched revelry that occurs as beautiful parades of highly decorated floats 
pass by. Complementary saturated colors, textures of costumes and flesh, both abrupt and 
melodic sounds, and stringent to sweet smells that accompany the event seduce 
participants, including myself, in this kind of carnival. These opposites happen 
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simultaneously, and result in a weird multi-sensual 
cacophony.  Tension exists between these typically 
pleasing elements and the detritus resulting from the 
celebration – beads and bodies in the street, a 
disharmonious variety of smells, dented cars (Figures 
10 and 11). Revelers detach from the anxiety-inducing 
realities by continuing the celebration. Though often 
ignored, this undesirable information is the reverse side 
and therefore part of the celebration.  
 Ideas of an accumulation of desirable materials 
that have questionable inherent value and a tension between enticing color and costume 
and repellent actions or detritus are components in both the paintings and in the 
installation. Because both general and specific references to carnival suggest escapism 
and spectacle, they seem to be appropriate for the 
representation and questioning of behaviors of 
detachment. The mystery inherent in aspects of carnival 
is indicated by costumed, obscured realities; piling and 
overlapping forms; and the unresolved issues proposed 
by the images. Bright color, abrupt sound and music, 
dramatic lighting, and altered space in individual 
paintings and installation signal carnival’s absurd and 
theatrical attributes.  Within the pictures and the 
installation, simultaneously occurring oppositions such 
Figure 10. View of Bourbon Street, 
Mardi Gras morning, 2005, photograph 
by the author. 
Figure 11.  Bourbon Street, 9:00 a.m. 
Mardi Gras morning, 2005, photograph 
by the author. 
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as contained and uncontained space 
or non-nutritive and sustaining foods 
reinforce the carnivalesque ideas that 
create the aesthetic. 
 My goal is to tantalize the 
viewer toward the final component 
of the installation, where I manifest 
piles of information, such as hams 
and boxes – Giraffe Guy’s method 
of transport for these decadent items – from the paintings (Figure 12) in three 
dimensions. The gradual piling of motifs in the paintings and the tension between the 
characters that must interact with it are allegories for behaviors dictated by an 
overabundance of disparate information. By revealing and concealing just enough 
information, relying on the “cliffhanger” device, I guide the viewer through the space.  
This will be a slightly anxiety-inducing act, but that fact relates to the content of the 
piece.  With the carnivalesque aesthetic and manipulated space, I compel the viewer to 
reach a point of tension or anxiety. When they view themselves interacting in the space in 
a delayed video projected on the piles of boxes (Figure 13), viewers are initially jarred by 
the realization that they have been taped.  But, the video proves to be a reward, as 
viewers usually laugh at themselves and are then compelled to return to the space dressed 
in the costumes of the characters, provided at the exit from the installation. Humor, color, 
and absurdity distract the viewer from the anxiety, again relating to the work’s discussion 
Figure 12.  Piling Up, 2008, oil on panel, 9” x 12”. 
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of detachment. The temporal 
aspect also relates to constantly 
piling and detaching from 
information, the work’s underlying 
theme.   
 I intend the theatrical, 
carnivalesque aesthetic used to 
depict the images to keep the 
viewer engaged with the work as well as provide a structure for open-ended 
considerations as the viewer moves through the installation.  The piece is risky, but I 
believe this is the right combination of aesthetic components to engage viewers in 
questions of behavior, which should encourage identification with one or more of the 
characters in the exhibition.  Whether viewers decide to persevere through another tour of 
the space as the elephant or detachedly suffer the boredom of observing unrelated 
individuals within the installation as Bunny Baby, they associate somehow with aspects 
of the characters, and the aesthetic maintains its appropriate playfulness and tension. 
Painting 
 Painting is hot compared to photography or film.  It is physical and tactile, and 
can sensually stimulate the viewer who follows the form of brushstrokes and peers within 
layered pigments’ translucence, bringing the eye deep into the surface. Calvin Tompkins 
discusses this point concerning John Currin’s recent sexually charged paintings.  Currin 
references photography which “has a coldness” about its representation of the human 
form, and “changes the temperature” of these references by transmuting them into 
Figure 13.  Storage area showing piles of cardboard boxes with 
delayed video projection, The Extravaganza Awaits, 2008. 
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paintings.
19
  The whole of Currin’s work references narrative and shares a similar kind of 
mystery and ambiguity with Crewdson’s photographs.  But, his kind of painting brings 
the viewer further into the aesthetic experience.  It offers more on the surface than is 
capable by photography.  Painting has a place in contemporary, 
open-ended narrative not only because it is already steeped in 
the tradition, but also because its physical properties bring 
more to the table than photographs or films. 
 I try to express my intense love of the medium through technical application and 
careful manipulation of the space. I make illusions of and in space in the installation, and 
because this is the key capability and historical context of the medium, it is the perfect 
method to discuss issues of deception, mystery, and shifting movement between places.  I 
share this passion for painting with many other painters, as well as a predilection for 
personal symbols and the creation of ambiguous narrative using the figure, both of which 
have historically occurred within the medium of paint. 
 Paint receives many applications in the highly symbolic and personally narrative 
paintings of Philip Guston. When I learned about Guston after I began the thesis series, I 
quickly felt an affinity with his painting methods and the subjects matter in his figurative 
work. He continually made figurative references in abstract expressionist works 
throughout the 1950’s, and in the late 1960’s began a series of figurative paintings which 
implemented a diverse vocabulary of personal symbols.  Guston became unconcerned 
with catering to the aesthetic wants of his era’s criticism and cut his ties with the 
Marlborough Gallery in New York. He began making work that conveyed his “world of 
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unease,” in which the eye and the hand must continually work.
20
 Often interpreted as 
allegories for the melancholic artist, Guston’s paintings explore painting itself and the 
need to create.
21
  
 Painting, Smoking, Eating 
(Figure 14) shows shoes, bottoms 
up, piled in the upper portion of the 
picture plane, mimicked in the 
stacking of French fries on  the plate 
lying on the bed in the lower half of 
the composition.  Guston’s self-
portrait – the giant eye – emerges 
disembodied from the covers, 
sucking on a cigarette that points to a can of brushes in the center of the painting. This is 
a “reduction to essentials,” where needed tools are vulnerable to the precarious 
organization of the piled forms.
22
  These essentials may be overtaken at any moment, 
tumbled upon by something from any of the stacks.  Everything here is essential and 
unstable. The shoes in a pile, symbols of pacing movements jumbled into a stagnant 
mass, induce a sense of paralyzed anxiety, heightened by the red hues that gain and lose 
intensity throughout the composition.  Guston renders “solid things” with grotesque red 
and black caricature, giving these “homely” and constant objects a different quality.
23
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Figure 14. Philip Guston, Painting, Smoking, Eating, 1973, oil on 
canvas, 77.5 “ x 103.5”, Amsterdam: Stedelijk Museum. 
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Rather than existing unnoticed in the space, they encroach upon the figure, which gazes 
wide and wildly at imminent burial. 
 Guston remarked in a letter to Ross Feld, “I need a medium through which I can 
show myself – to myself – concretely – tangibly – what I am – what my condition is.”
24
  
Painting gave him this, though the critical mass of his artworks depicts his ongoing self-
questioning and uncertainty through and perhaps in the medium.  The deeply personal 
nature of his paintings is evident in the initially ambiguous relationship of different 
images, but when taken for what they are, they make sense.  I depend on this same 
notion.  Cured hams, lemons, and cakes; piles of boxes; cooked turkeys; and stools have 
few immediate connections. I create absurd situations appropriate to the work’s aesthetic 
by combining them, and use some caricature to enhance their comical relationships.  I 
rely on the viewer’s sense of humor to acknowledge them as a viable group.  As a group, 
they form the overabundance of manipulated information which parallels the same 
occurrence in the real world. As food items, they exist in a category.  To be edible or 
seductive, each must be manipulated or decorated.  Nutritive foods become unhealthy as 
they occur in masses, 
illusionistically painted 
on non-edible materials 
and cut out from the 
confines of the picture 
plane.  In large scale 
paintings, decadent 
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Figure 15.  Turkey Escapes, 2006, oil on canvas, 96” x 48” 
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foods loom seductively but dangerously over the viewer (Figure 15). The symbols are a 
variety of information that piles up and overwhelms, as do the cardboard boxes, their 
methods of transport.  Transparent, caricatured stools show the absence and presence of 
the viewer’s place in the paintings.  In critical mass, these images gain a symbolic 
component. By repeating the motifs using humor in caricature and a degree of 
representation, I feel that I can communicate the nature of these objects in the context of 
the paintings.   
 Eric Fischl uses the figure to portray unidentifiable moments between humans, 
precisely because the figure is immediately relatable.  My work is heavy with personal 
symbols, such as boxes, cakes and hams in relationship to each other, to maintain the 
mystery I find intriguing in its aesthetic, but I also rely on the figure to help the viewer 
engage with the painting.  The human figure is common, recognizable and associable, 
and often incurs an emotional response from the viewer for these reasons.  The 
interactions of figures denote the content 
of the narrative, whether the painting is 
a monument to historic events or an 
exploration of psychological 
relationships.  For his Krefeld Project 
series, Fischl photographed two actors in 
the Museum Haus Esters in Krefeld, 
Germany, and translated these images 
into paintings. Engrossed with the 
Figure 16.  Eric Fischl, Bedroom Scene #6; Surviving the Fall 
Meant Using You as Handholds, 2004, oil on linen, 72” x 90”, 
location unknown 
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fiction he created, he continued this series even after the exhibition.
25
   
 Bedroom Scene #6; Surviving the Fall Meant Using You as Handholds (Figure 
16) is a grand scale painting that shows these two actors with their bed, the only other 
significant “figure.” Domestic life, signified by the bed, is a recurrent theme in Fischl’s 
paintings, which “subtly and subversively require the viewers to call upon their own 
experiences, fantasies, nightmares…depicting the very parts of ourselves that we work so 
hard to keep hidden.”
26
 As in Crewdson’s work, the nature of the narrative and the 
relationship between these figures in this room is unknown, but the familiarity of the 
human form and its environment generates curiosity within the viewer about their 
relationship.  The viewer’s imagination is left to make associations about these two 
people.  The male figure’s penetrating gaze implicates the viewers in this scene.  The 
painting’s confrontational scale further forces viewer to examine their role in this image.  
The active, “ecstatic” paint suggest brisk movement, as though the female figure slides 
quickly to obscure the audience from the next moment, or to reveal its voyeuristic gaze.
27
  
  Four main figures in the thesis series – the Giraffe Guy, the White Buffalo, the 
Bunny Baby, and the elephant – peer out from the paintings to similarly engage the 
viewer in the action.  They emerge from the paintings to make this intent more literal and 
obvious.  Because some of the characters are anthropomorphic, they may not be as easily 
relatable as those in Fischl’s paintings. The audience is forced to contend with these 
characters because they enter physical space from both large and small scale 
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environments (Figure 17). Viewers are no longer simply voyeurs; they are active 
participants in the story.  This seems necessary because the story asks the viewer to 
examine behaviors of detachment.  These are akin to the disassociated awareness of the 
environment suggested by Bunny Baby’s flippant and disdainful gestures and expressions 
within and without the paintings. I ask the viewer to consider how we detach from 
information through interaction with the space and the characters, which becomes as 
intimate as assuming the role of 
the character through costume.  I 
give a set of information in images 
and offer the characters’ 
interactions with it to suggest to 
the viewer the roles of the 
characters.  Their gazes and 
gestures indicate their behaviors, 
personalities, and capabilities. I want the viewer to associate with individual characters, 
as well as consider their relationships with each other.  I hope for identification of the 
subversive intentions of the Giraffe Guy or the naïvete of the elephant by using only 
visual clues.   
 Because these clues are ambiguous, I generalize these roles so that they may be 
more easily relatable, and suggest them through costume and interactions within the 
paintings and the space.  More anthropomorphic characters with less costume and human 
figurative elements tend to be less manipulative or cunning. They are more wholly what 
or who they are, without a façade. Some characters are larger in scale, more looming, to 
Figure 17.  Installation view, Coming to the Table, 2006, oil on canvas, 70” 
x 96” (three panels, each 70” x 32”), in The Extravaganza Awaits, 2008. 
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indicate their overarching presence.  I use 
complementary color schemes, particularly 
orange/yellow versus blue/violet, to show the oppositions between the characters, as well 
as to intensify the palette’s carnival-like quality.  I intend these sets of information to 
amuse and attract the audience, keeping its attention long enough to engage physically 
with the work.   
 Fischl asks us to break taboos by peering into the secret moments in the lives of 
anonymous families. We are unable to physically interact with these people; the paintings 
function as a window, and only our gazes reach each other.  I push the idea of breaking 
taboos further because I feel the viewer needs more sensory stimulation to engage with 
the completely unfamiliar combination of symbols and characters found in the paintings.  
I feel these taboos must be broken so that ideas in the work and the personalities of the 
characters can reach the viewer. To achieve the considerations of behavior I want in the 
work, I ask the viewer to create those behaviors by interacting with the pieces. By asking 
the viewer to peculiarly interact with the work, I ask questions of whether or not this is a 
healthy behavior.  I offer interchangeable puzzle pieces to allow the viewer to manipulate 
the story found in a series of paintings which fit into table tops. By interacting with these 
pieces, the viewer forms a self-gratifying progression of the narrative. I surround the 
viewer with the work from ceiling to floor, fully enveloping them in the world, negating 
the possibility of a refusal to interact somehow.  Ultimately, a reflection on these 
behaviors should occur in the climactic moment of the installation, as viewers witness 
their own and others’ actions within the space. 
 
 30 
Installation 
 I have considered viewer participation a factor in all my paintings.  The question 
of a viewer’s ability to truly interact with a two-dimensional object is an old one for me, 
which I have attempted to resolve by increasing the scale of paintings to overtake and fill 
the cone of vision, or decreasing it to bring the viewer’s gaze up to the surface of the 
panel or canvas.  Whether the viewers’ relationships to the painting occur because its size 
places them within the scene or asks them to 
engage intimately with the surface, I feel that 
the time spent in these moments is curtailed.  
That could be because there are other things to 
look at or other places to go, and looking at 
one thing is sacrificed because it keeps 
viewers in one place for too long.  I have tried 
to examine this behavior in my paintings, but 
I think I can address it more thoroughly by 
creating the environment in the paintings 
three-dimensionally for the viewer. 
 Alex Katz did this with his cutouts.  He removed his figures from his paintings 
and their typically non-descript environments.  This is the only transition made from two 
to three dimensions, and the cutouts still mainly function as painted works, or “two 
paintings” with fronts and backs, not sculpture.
28
  They had a “comic-real” effect which 
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Figure 18.  Alex Katz, Rudy and Edwin, 1968, oil on 
aluminum cutout, 48” x 43.5”, collection of the artist. 
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caused people to accidentally wave at them, despite 
their lack of high representation.
29
  Painting created a 
sense of illusionary volume, but it was the gestures of 
these figures that communicated their liveliness and 
indicated the person’s identity (Figure 18).
30
  Katz 
relied on a painting tenet by changing the overall 
scale of these figures through space, increasing the 
viewer’s perceived distance from them although they 
existed on a flat plane, hanging on the wall.  At times 
he reduced the figure to a portrait “bust,” mounting 
only the cutout head and placing these on a table or platform.  The cutout, two-
dimensional, disembodied head has a touch of absurdity about it, but relates to the history 
of portrait painting and gives Katz the opportunity to create a community through its 
repetition. 
 I began the idea of installation with similar two-dimensional cutout figures. 
Because I intend to maintain painting’s prominence in the series, most of the sculptural 
work has a two-dimensional quality. I cut the figures out from plywood, with attention to 
their peculiar gestures, and painted the characters on one side.  These characters have a 
flat color verso, keeping them more within the realm of painting than sculpture.  I 
mounted these figures on casters and gave them handles, increasing the chances of their 
mobility through space.  I placed the handle at a comfortable reaching length or within 
the range of an adult’s eye level to invite the viewer to touch (Figure 19).  In the first 
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Figure 19.  Bunny Baby, 2006, oil on 
plywood, casters, cord, ribbon, approx. 
30” x 20” x 12” 
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installation, some viewers embraced this opportunity and some did not.  I expect this 
same anxiety over touching works in the second installation, 
but I am creating more direct opportunities to physically 
engage with the work.  By increasing the chances of viewer 
participation and changing the methods by which the invitation 
is offered, I encourage the viewer to interact.   
 In order to get this interaction, I needed to bring the 
viewer to the space.  The work’s carnival qualities lend 
themselves to the tradition of poster advertising.  I reference 
the format of attractively absurd circus posters (Figure 20) in a 
viral advertising campaign. Several different postcards, 
distributed over a period of two months, gradually gave more information about the show 
(Figure 21).  Distinct borders fracture the picture plane, isolating emphasized characters, 
and a blocky text clearly describes the date, time, location, and title of the show. I 
incorporated a palette specific to the paintings to maintain 
consistency, and used symbols and characters only found in the 
series.  Larger posters appeared nearer the exhibition’s opening 
date, and clearly frame the character’s relationships with each 
other, creating a kind of key. By limiting the amount of 
information, I enticed the viewer and introduced elements in 
the work.  These postcards, posters, and the information they 
communicate gradually pile up, a process appropriate to the 
nature of the work itself. 
Figure 20.  Anonymous, The 
Barnum and Bailey Greatest 
Show on Earth, troupe of 
very remarkable trained 
pigs, ca. 1898, lithograph, 
dimensions unknown, 
Washington, D.C.: Library 
of Congress. 
Figure 21.  Postcard  #2 for 
thesis show, 2008, 8.5” x 5.5”. 
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 This same process is the foundation of the installation. I divide the space into 
several sections, each giving more information from the paintings and less choice about 
interaction to the viewer.  The first is a typical gallery space, paintings hanging on the 
wall, signifying the expected distance between a viewer and the work. A low toned 
musical thread with voice over from the Giraffe Guy introduces the viewer to the show. 
Visual cues indicated by the gestures of the characters in paintings and a painted cutout 
of the White Buffalo lead the viewer past a painted red curtain into the second room. 
Beyond this space, the extravaganza awaits the viewer. 
 This second space is divided by a series of grand scale paintings showing a 
specific story within the narrative in which the elephant, a family-oriented animal, 
receives too much information, indicated by hams, boxes, and lemons.  The outcome is 
left mysterious to tantalize the viewer towards moving forward in the space. Puzzle-
tables (Figure 22) made of painted plywood offer interchangeable pieces for the viewer to 
manipulate. This is a set of information open to self-gratifying selection for the viewer, 
who may change the order of the story’s elements within the puzzle, and ignore any 
information that is felt unnecessary. I 
signify the correctness of interaction in 
this space with knobs and by placing 
certain pieces on the wall.  The viewer 
begins to break taboos by interacting 
with this work and participates in the 
carnivalesque reversal of rules.  In 
these two spaces, the viewer is able to 
Figure 22.  Lemon Meat Table with five removable and 
interchangeable puzzle pieces (shown with sixth interchangeable 
piece), 2007, acrylic and oil on plywood, knobs, approx. 48” x 36” x 
30” 
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choose how and if he or she will interact with the piece, though the pathway is 
manipulated throughout the space. 
 In the last rooms, the viewer must interact with information from the paintings in 
order to exit the installation. The carnivalesque music gains abrupt sounds and overtones, 
increasing in complexity and absurdity with a sense of anxiety. The backs of the red 
curtain and the large paintings are painted black, signifying a void and the futility of 
backwards movement.  After leaving the puzzles, the viewer is confronted by many 
cutouts emerging from Coming to the Table (see Figure 17, p. 28).  I create the world in 
the painting in three-dimensions to force the viewer to behave with the information, 
whether the viewer actually touches items or simply regards the space.  I surreptitiously 
film the viewer interacting in this space and with the puzzle tables.  This filming is 
revealed in the final space of the installation in order to reveal the viewer’s complicity.  
Their behavior and interaction with the work causes an identification or association with 
its ideas.   
 In the final space, piles of cardboard boxes, discarded paintings, sketches, and 
elements from the series are precariously and overwhelmingly piled in corners.  The 
delayed video from the previous space plays here, allowing the viewer to reflect upon 
their own behaviors in the previous moments.  As they leave the projection, viewers are 
confronted by an internally lit elephant which sporadically inflates and deflates, 
surrounded by turkey and lemon cutouts from the ceiling and floor (Figure 23).  This fun 
and awkward moment is followed by the appearance of a series of costumes hanging 
from the wall.  These costumes are theoretically left by the characters after exiting the 
space, much like detritus found on the streets of New Orleans after Mardi Gras.  Though 
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the character may have left the 
space, viewers can then become 
one of the characters by wearing 
a costume, and reenter the space 
to witness themselves as a figure 
in the paintings. 
 The installation is a one 
way path, which follows the idea 
of manipulated information.  The possibility of re-entry corresponds with the 
carnivalesque’s multiple entrances.  Movement from familiar to unfamiliar will ask the 
viewer for a consideration of the space, leading to considerations of behavior within it.  
As the symbols pile up, so does anxiety tempered with humor and absurdity.  The 
climactic moment in the installation is the filming of the viewer, which should create 
recognition of complicity in the space. By witnessing personal behavior via the projected, 
delayed feed, the viewer can reflect on behavior as a participant in the narrative depicted 
in the paintings. This may be a great moment for the viewer, or one of total 
embarrassment.  I have no intention to humiliate people; I have completely positive 
associations with costuming and participation in this kind of event, and keep these 
associations alive for the viewer by maintaining a sense of humor in colors and imagery.  
The viewer’s reaction to the film should cause a realization of how that individual reacts 
to information.  This self-revealing moment will answer the questions of behavior for the 
viewer, which remains open-ended for all other participants. 
 
Figure 23.  Installation view of inflatable elephant and turkeys, The 
Extravaganza Awaits, 2008. 
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Conclusions    
 I play the roles of each of the four characters in this installation.  I am a mediator 
through the space, as I guide the viewer with visual clues. I am a manipulator of 
information, because I provide the set of images and objects. I am a detached observer, 
watching the viewer interact with the work.  I have also naively taken in too much 
information.  I and others play these roles in more general situations as well, in everyday 
interactions with various kinds of information.  I want the viewer to consider these 
actions as I have because they permeate everyday life without much recognition.  Time to 
stop and reflect is valuable – I see it lost in routines. My own information accumulates in 
piles and I cursorily sort through it, sometimes rejecting notions that may be valuable.  
Art-making allows this time to reflect, as should art viewing. 
 In this work, I parallel the accumulation of information in reality to ask questions 
of common behaviors associated with this idea.  I hope to communicate my intent to the 
viewer by putting these notions in a new and fantastic context, as happens in fairy tales 
and fables.  I think the sensual experience engages the viewer in the work in an 
untraditional and unexpected way, and I depend on it to communicate with the viewer. I 
feel that without the abundance of sensory stimulation, I would lose some communication 
through carnivalesque visual language, and questions of behavior would remain muddled. 
This is risky because it asks someone else to break the rules with me.  But, the work’s 
aesthetic – the carnival, humor, and the absurd - appropriately frames the questions of 
detachment and behavior that I ask. 
 The artist’s statement as it stands today still explains most of the content in the 
work, and I see that its opening paragraph applies to the paintings and installation.  The 
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thesis show is loaded with stuff, with ideas, which go beyond the issues I have delineated 
in my statement.  I want to confront the viewer with the viewing experience, not just 
questions of behavior.  Technical concerns in painting, scale of paintings, and imagery 
initiate this conversation, but it is continued by changing the viewer’s experience with 
traditional forms.  This conversation has to be both fun and funny, using techniques and 
imagery tempered with humor, to balance out its effects.  I maintain open-endedness in 
the narrative to ask for answers, not give them, so that viewers ultimately create their 
own experiences.  We do this by self-gratifyingly selecting our information whether or 
not we spend time questioning why.  This installation is a moment to question by 
engaging with the work, a series of distractions that reach a critical mass which finally 
creates awareness in the viewer by its size.  This parallels my own experiences with 
overwhelming amounts of information, which I felt compelled to examine as they built 
up.  I offer the same opportunity to the viewer by making this installation, an action 
which may or may not be a healthy or necessary behavior.  I leave the answer to that 
question to the viewer’s experience with the work and resulting reflection. 
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